
* - PORTOS S series radio drives - 2-year warranty

possibility of mounting various 
types of windows and terrace sets

the roller shutter system most often 
chosen by customers

the most innovative system of top 
mounted roller shutters in Poland

integrated mosquito net system 
that protects against insects

TP1000K shutter built-up from the inside and outside. Front profiles 
additionally grooved and additionally equipped with concealed laths to 
facilitate the installation. The inspection cover in such a construction is from 
the bottom and the operation of the shutter is from the inside of the room.

TP1000K shutter built-up from the outside. The external front profile is 
grooved and equipped with a concealed lath. For better aesthetics, the 
internal front profile is smooth.

The choice of the inspection cover entails the installation method of the 
box. The inspection cover in such a construction is from the bottom or 
from the front and the operation of the shutter is from the inside of the 
room.

TP1000K shutter with the inspection cover from the front can be built-up 
only from the outside. However, it can be installed with the cover at the 
bottom from the outside and inside.

In addition, front components of the shutter can be grooved and 
additionally equipped with concealed laths to facilitate the box installation.

TP1000K shutter built-up from the inside. The internal front profile is 
grooved and equipped with a concealed lath. For better aesthetics, the 
external front profile is smooth. The inspection cover in such a construction 
is from the bottom and the operation of the shutter is from the inside of the 
room.

TP1000K shutter not built-up on both sides. For aesthetic purposes, 
the front profiles on both sides are smooth.
The inspection cover in such a construction is from the bottom or from the 
front and the operation of the shutter is from the inside of the room.

Overload wire 
or radio motor.

"PLUG & PLAY - no need to 
configure end positions.

Detection of obstacles and icing.

Radio drive. 
Mechanical limit switch.

Low power consumption. 
433 Mhz radio technology.

Elements of
the control system for PORTOS drives.

Elements of 
the control system for ASA drives.

WWW.PORTOS.company

®TP1000K
Top mounted roller shutter
with mosquito net

Radio drive. 
Automatic setting of 

end positions. 
Detection of obstacles and icing.

Elements of 
the control system for SOMFY drives.

The information contained in the folder does not constitute an offer within the meaning 
of the Civil Code and is published only for information purposes. Its use and 
reproduction, also partial, is possible only with the consent of PORTOS TR7 
spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością spółka komandytowa.

The Distributor:
PORTOS TR7 
spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością 
spółka komandytowa

years MOTORS
Our company offers excellent quality overload radio 

and wire drives that will ensure the comfort of use 
of the roller shutter. Manufacturer of 

roller shutters 
and roller shutter 

systems

®TP1000K
Top mounted roller shutter
with mosquito net

PORTOS roller shutters are appreciated  and recommended by professionals. 
The distinction received on September 26, 2012 based on the results of the 2012 CAB 

[Industry Analysis Center] study commissioned by the Woodwork Fitters Association

2 years



the roller shutter can be mounted 
on the wall without limiting the window light

box cut at an angle of 45°

the system is available 
in wood-like colors

aesthetic appearance owing to 
the possibility of building up the box

roller shutter perfectly matched 
to the color of your windows

the inspection cover located 
in the box is outside the building 
which allows for a clean 
and simple service operation

The front mounted roller shutter can be installed at any time, because it is used on the facade. 
A large selection of boxes, profiles and their colors will meet all your aesthetic expectations. 
All types of front mounted shutters offered by PORTOS TR7 spółka z ograniczoną 
odpowiedzialnością spółka komandytowa are available both with and without mosquito net, 
depending on the customer's needs.

a perfect idea for the new facade

roller shutter with rounded bottom 
component of the box

perfectly protects the rooms 
from excessive sunshine and heating

aesthetically finished guides

rounded box made 
of extruded aluminium

reflects the sun rays in front 
of the glass, preventing the rooms 
from heating up

 ensures privacy and significantly affects 
the sense of safety of the household members

box with an attractive oval 
design made of bent sheet metal

perfectly protects against sun, wind, rain, snow 
and other atmospheric phenomena

works perfectly in thin walls

the simplest solution in technical 
and economic terms

small shutter box - more light 
in your interior

perfectly matched to the Polish 
installation conditions

solution tested for many years - 
reliability and satisfaction

reasonable quality- price ratio
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®

Top mounted roller shutters are installed only 
at the stage of building the facility or replacement 
of window woodwork in existing facilities.

In this case, the roller shutter box is applied to 
the window or door frame. Guides are screwed 
to the outside of the window frame, and then 
the whole set is mounted in the window recess. 
As a result, the roller shutter box is concealed 
and the roller shutter appears to be part 
of the window.

Thermal insulation properties 
of PORTOS roller shutters 
in the winter.

The top mounted roller shutters 
recommended most frequently 
by the manufacturers cause keeping 
the heat inside the building. In 
the layer between the shutter curtain 
and the window there is an airbag 
constituting an excellent insulating 
layer, i.e. a specific buffer, both 
for hot and cold air.

If you care about:
- smaller winter heating bills,
- refreshing coolness in the summer,
- safety
- comfort, elegance and quality...

You've found the right place!
Our roller shutters perfectly 
insulate heat, are a barrier 
for uninvited guests, and 
after partial lowering they 
also protect rooms against 
excessive sunlight 
and heating.

®

Top mounted 
roller shutter

Top mounted 
roller shutter

®ST2000
Front mounted 

roller shutter with 
mosquito net

®IT2000
Front flush-mounted 
roller shutter 
with mosquito net

®RL2000
Front mounted 
roller shutter with 
mosquito net

®OS2000
Front mounted 

roller shutter with 
mosquito net

®OL2000
Front mounted 
roller shutter with 
mosquito net


